
“No Mud. No Lotus.” 

soulcenteringconnections soulcenteringconnections 

How does one feel a sense of
belonging, be seen and heard? 
What’s your best advice for
reinventing yourself in a new
situation? 
What are practical actions to avoid
and recover from burnout? 
What is netweaving? How does it
relate to Business?  
How does creativity play a role in
well-being? 

INTERVIEW
QUESTIONS  

PorciaSoulCentering@gmail.com

"Porcia is a phenomenal convener, connector
and group leader. She has a marvelous ability to
create great relationships, listen deeply, and
inspire others to be their best selves. Her many
gifts and talents are always at the service of the
greater good- and she motivates leaders to do
the same for their organizations - big and small."  

- Suzanne Buckley, retired Director, Mercy Center
Burlingame 

“Porcia has a soft-spoken yet very engaging delivery.
Her words are well thought out and so eloquently
spoken that she easily captures the attention of
everyone in her audience. Her business is about soul
centering and finding your "best self" and with her
delivery, she made you feel important like she was
talking to only you. I highly recommend this
exceptional public speaker.”

- Linda Callahan, Independent Renewable Energy Consultant

"Porcia’s insight captivated the
audience and sparked meaningful
discussion with her fellow
panelists. Porcia provided relevant
and actionable takeaways to our
attendees" 

- Kayla Stack,  Programs & Events
Coordinator, Fruita Area Chamber of
Commerce 

PORCIA CHEN SILVERBERG

Helping people bloom where they are
planted by embracing their challenges
and transforming them into wholistic
success.  

Speaker | Author | Mentor | Soul Tender | Community Builder

Nicknamed the "Yenta of Joy," Porcia founded Soul
Centering Connections to offer guidance, leadership
and inspiration to those ready to live a deeper and more
meaningful life.  

Starting Anew After Adversity:
Transforming Setbacks into
Opportunities
Elevating Your Unique Success:
Embrace Change and Transform
Your Journey  
From Struggles to Success: The
Power of Netweaving 
Blooming Together: Cultivating
Community and Well-being 

Establishing welcoming space and culture for
individuals and organizations 
Bringing together people from diverse networks
and nurture meaningful connections 
Facilitating creative visioning, process and rituals  
Empowering people to master career pivots and
reinventions 
Utilizing diverse modalities for healing and
rejuvenating

PORCIA’S SUPERPOWERS INCLUDE: 

SPEAKING TOPICS 

HOSTED YOU BELONG HERE TV 
The show highlights the dreams and
accomplishments of immigrant women,
addresses their challenges and successes,
and provides resources for inspiring new
conversation, community action, and a sense
of wholehearted belonging.

https://www.facebook.com/soulcenteringconnections
https://www.facebook.com/soulcenteringconnections
http://linkedin.com/in/porcia
http://linkedin.com/in/porcia
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oUYbY_7cx4w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gr441oQOIOU
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